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with the "export" tab you can save a pdf copy of the entire product list (even the ads) to the local
computer. of course, only the items that you're interested in are selected and exported. thus, you'll
never need to leave this product page. at the end of the day you just want to capture your best
work, edit it, make all your customisations and have the final piece ready to be delivered. if you
have a great sound track, need to add that extra bit of polish, or just want to make your film and
television projects really pop, blackmagic raw has you covered. take a look at our blackmagic raw
nx professional video capture camera to get an idea of how powerful this little thing is. while
blackmagic raw provides a complete solution for the world of post-production, you may wish to try
other effects plug-ins such as those from kontakt, reaktor or other third party software that can
solve some of the specific problems you may encounter. you may find that the type of audio which
you are processing requires certain features not supported by your audio hardware. you may need
to use an external audio card for example to plug into a bus master input, so that you can feed
multiple projects at the same time, or even insert multiple cards into your computer to provide
parallel processing of audio. you may need to use external hardware to analyse frequency
response, or to perform dsp functions such as re-sampling, de-essing, eq, compression, limiting,
ducking etc. when it comes to video editing youll be moving a great deal of data, so youll want to
maximise the performance of your computer. youll be using video effects from third party
software, rendering the sequence on a video effects card, then compositing, exporting and
compressing your video into a format your video editor requires for compression. your video
editing could require specific features not available on your computer. its important to make sure
you have the latest drivers and any required codecs installed. you may also need to update or
upgrade your motherboard to ensure it provides the optimum performance for your video editing
tasks.
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